
ON CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM LUMPS

AATISH BHATIA

1. Solitary waves and Solitons

We start our analysis by considering the solutions to the simplest model of a propagating

lump, namely the wave equation.

∂2φ = ∂µ∂µφ = (
1
c2
∂2

∂t2
− ∂2

∂x2
)φ(x, t) = 0 (1.1)

where we are working with the metric convention where a timelike vector has positive

norm, and φ(x, t) is a scalar field in (1 + 1) dimensions. The wave equation is linear and

non dispersive. This buys us the following special properties:

(1) Any well behaved function of the form f(x± ct) is a solution to the wave equation.

This is because the wave equations has as solutions the plane waves sin(kx ± ωt)

and cos(kx±ωt), out of which one can build any such moving lump, say f(x− ct),

as

f(x− ct) =
∫
dk[a1(k) cos(kx− ωt) + a2(k) sin(kx− ωt)] (1.2)

All the plane wave components travel at the same velocity c = ω
k . Thus we can

construct lumps that will travel at a uniform velocity, with no distortion in shape.

(2) Since the wave equation is linear, f3(x, t) = f1(x+ct)+f2(x−ct) is a solution. This

describes two undistorted packets moving toward each other with fixed velocity in

the asymptotic past (t → −∞). They collide at some finite time, and then in the

asymptotic future (t→∞), they separate again into two packets that retain their

original shapes and velocities after collision.

The above two properties can be summarized as (i) lumps that retains their shape and

velocity and (ii) lumps that continue to do so after collision. As we have seen, the wave
1
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equation is endowed these properties due to its linearity and that fact that its solutions

form a fourier basis. It turns out that adding simple terms to this equation destroys these

nice features, even in (1 + 1) dimensions. Suppose we consider the relativistic cousin of the

wave equation, the Klein-Gordon equation,

(∂2 +m2)φ(x, t) = 0 (1.3)

where to simplify notation, we will now switch to units where ~ = c = 1.

This equation is still linear, with plane wave solutions sin(kx ± ωt) and cos(kx ± ωt).

However, the dispersion relation is now ω2 = k2 +m2. Thus different wavelengths travel at

different velocities ω(k)
k , and the solution is dispersive. Any lump built out of plane waves

has the form
∫
dk[a1(k) cos(kx) + a2(k) sin(kx)] at t = 0, and so will spread out with time.

Both features (i) and (ii) are lost.

Similarly, if we add a non linear term to (1.1), such as in

∂2φ(x, t) + φ3(x, t) = 0 (1.4)

then approximate and numerical results indicate that lumps will disperse.

However, in certain non linear equations it is seen that the two effects balance each

other out. Then, roughly speaking, solutions that exhibit feature (i) are known as solitary

waves, and solutions that exhibit features (i) and (ii), called solitons. These are the types

of lumps we will consider in our analysis.

Rajaraman [7] defines a solitary wave as a localized non-singular solution of any non-

linear field equation whose energy density is localized and has a space-time dependence

given by

ε(x, t) = ε(x− ut) (1.5)

This definition is more restrictive than that of Coleman [2, Sec 6.1] who defines ‘lumps’

to be non-singular solutions of finite localized energy, irrespective of whether they obey

(1.5). We will use whichever nomenclature is more accurate for a given situation.
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2. Classical Lumps

2.1. A mechanical analogy. Consider a theory of a single scalar field φ(x, t) in (1 + 1)

dimensions, with no derivative interactions. The Lagrangian is of the form

L(x, t) =
1
2
∂µφ∂

µφ− U(φ) (2.1)

where the potential U(φ) is some function of φ, but not of derivatives. Varying the action

gives the field equation

∂2φ = φ̈− φ′′ = −∂U
∂φ

(x, t) (2.2)

which is a wave equation where the non linear terms depend on the choice of U .

The equation conserves the energy, given by

E =
∫
dx [

1
2

(φ̇)
2

+
1
2

(φ′)2 + U(φ)] ≡
∫
dx ε(x) (2.3)

For the energy to be bounded below, U must have a minimum. We can then add a constant

to U so that its minimum value is 0. Then, the energy will be minimized when φ(x, t) is a

constant in spacetime, and U(φ) = 0.

If U(φ) has M zeros, then

U(φ) = 0 when φ = g(i); i = 1, . . . ,M (2.4)

As solitary waves must have finite energy, we require that as x → ±∞, the field ap-

proaches one of the zeros of the potential, i.e. φ → g(i). Since zeros of the potential form

a discrete set, we have the further requirement that ∂φ
∂x → 0 as x→ ±∞.1 Equation (2.3)

then tells us we are solving for solutions of zero energy (the ground states).

We would like to find time independent solutions to the field equation. Varying the

action then gives to

δ

∫
dx [

1
2

(∂1φ)2 + U(φ)] = 0 (2.5)

1If U(φ) has more than one zero, this is a non trivial result. It will be explained further in Section (2.3).
We will see that it is a result of a topological property (non connectedness) of the space of solutions, and
can be used to prove the existence of non-dissipative solutions.
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This equation has a familiar analogue. It is mathematically equivalent to a problem

in mechanics of finding the motion to a particle of unit mass in a potential well equal to

minus U(x).

δ

∫
dtL = δ

∫
dt [

1
2

(
dx

dt
)
2

+ U(x)] = 0 (2.6)

Setting φ to be time independent, the field equation (2.2) becomes

φ′′ =
∂U

∂φ
(x, t) (2.7)

Multiplying by φ′ and integrating gives

1
2

(φ′)2 = U(φ) (2.8)

where there is no integration constant since φ′ = 0 at the boundaries. In the mechanical

analogy (x→ t, U(φ)→ −U(φ) and φ→ x, this equation just represents the conservation

of mechanical energy, with total mechanical energy = 0.2

Figure 1. The Mechanical Analogy

In figure (1) a, the only valid static field configuration for this potential is the trivial

solution φ = constant = φ1, analogous to a ball sitting at the top of a hill. In figure

(1) b, in addition to the trivial solution, there are four possible solutions, corresponding

to endpoints {φ(−∞), φ(∞)} = {φ1, φ2}, {φ2, φ1}, {φ2, φ3}, {φ3, φ2}, analogous to a ball

rolling between neighbouring peaks. Solutions with endpoints {φ1, φ3} are not allowed

2We call (2.8) mechanical energy conservation to avoid confusion with regular energy conservation (2.3)
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because the ball has zero energy, so it must stop when it gets to the peak φ2. For the same

reason, the particle cannot return to the same peak it started from.

So our mechanical analogy teaches us that the motions that are allowed by our boundary

conditions correspond to trajectories of zero energy that begin and end (x = ±∞) in zeros

of the potential U(φ). We can also note that (i) If U(φ) has an absolute minima, there

can be no static solitary wave solutions. (ii) If U(φ) has n degenerate minima, there are

2(n − 1) possible solutions connecting two neighbouring minima, as x varies from −∞ to

∞.

To solve for static solutions, we can integrate (2.8) in quadrature

x− x0 = ±
∫ φ(x)

φ(x0)

dφ

(2U(φ))1/2
(2.9)

2.2. The φ4 kink. Consider the potential

U =
λ

4
(φ2 − a2)2 (2.10)

where a2 = µ2

λ . This has two degenerate minima = ±a and consequently, for localized

solutions the field φ must tend to ±a as x→ ±∞

Inverting (2.9) gives the static solution

φ(x) = ± µ√
λ

tanh
[
µ√
2

(x− x0)
]

(2.11)

where φ(x0) = 0. This is called the kink solution. The antikink solution has an overall

negative sign. Equations (2.3) and (2.8) give the energy density as

ε(x) =
1
2

(φ′)2 + U(φ) = 2U(φ) (2.12)

=
(
µ4

2λ

)
sech4

[
µ√
2

(x− x0)
]

Thus the energy density is a local function with total energy

Mcl ≡ E =
∫ ∞
−∞

dx ε(x) =
2
√

2
3

µ3

λ
(2.13)
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where Mcl is suggestively called the classical mass. Since we have finite energy, the kink is

a solitary wave.

Figure 2. The φ4 kink (x0 = 2, µ = λ = 1)

Figure 3. The φ4 lump: energy density of the kink (x0 = 2, µ = λ = 1)

By Lorentz invariance of our theory, we can find moving solutions by Lorentz transform-

ing (2.11) and (2.12)

φ(x, t) = ± µ√
λ

tanh
[(

µ√
2

)
(x− x0)− ut√

1− u2

]
; E =

Mcl√
1− u2

(2.14)

That the classical mass obeys the Einstein mass-energy equation is a hint that in the

quantum theory, the kink solutions will give rise to a particle state.

2.3. Topological Indices. In situations where our potential U(φ) has a discrete set of

degenerate minima g(i), the topology of the space of solutions allows us to derive new

conservation laws. This is the case with the potential on our φ4 example. In one spatial
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dimension, spatial infinity is described by two points, namely x = ±∞. At those boundary

points, our field at some time t0 assumes the value

φ(±∞, t0) ≡ lim
x→±∞

φ(x, t0) (2.15)

Since we are interested in finite energy solutions, we require that φ(±∞, t) must for all

times be at a zero of the potential U(φ), which form a discrete set. However, φ(±∞, t) is

a continuous function, so if it is at one of the zeros, it cannot jump to one of the other

zeros. Neither can it smoothly move from one zero to the other, for it would have to not

be at a zero in the interim, causing the energy to diverge. Thus φ(∞, t) must remain fixed

at some value, say φ+, and the same holds for φ(−∞, t) = φ−.

We have thus divided the space of finite energy solutions into sectors, labelled by a pair

of indices φ(∞, t) and φ(−∞, t). Solutions in one sector can not be distorted continuously

into solutions in other sectors. This defines a homotopy class. Two solutions are in the same

sector (or homotopy class) if they are continuously deformable into each other (homotopic),

without violating the finite energy condition. Most crucially, since time evolution is a

continuous deformation, any solution in a particular sector must stay within that sector as

time evolves.

In the φ4 example, the potential had minima = ±a. The solutions are thus divided into

the following sectors, labelled by endpoints (φ(∞, t), φ(−∞, t)) : (a, a), (−a,−a), (−a, a),

and (a,−a). The sectors correspond to the trivial solutions φ(x) = ±a, the kink and that

antikink, respectively. If a kink from the far left scatters with an antikink from the far

right, no matter what happens, the solution must remain in the (−a,−a) sector.

It is often useful to define a topological charge, which is a quantity that is conserved as a

result of solutions being confined to homotopy classes. In the case of φ4 theory, we define

Q =

√
λ

µ
[φ(x =∞)− φ(x = −∞)] (2.16)

with an associated current

kµ =

√
λ

µ
εµν∂νφ (2.17)
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Antisymmetry of εµν in µ↔ ν then implies that

∂µk
µ = 0 and Q =

∫ ∞
−∞

dxk0 (2.18)

Topological indices are rather redundant in (1+1) dimensional scalar field theories where

exact solutions are already available. However, as we will see, they demonstrate their utility

when applied to theories in higher dimensions. They are particularly useful in the analysis

of gauge theories in (3+1) dimensions, where complicated non-linear couplings between the

many different fields mean that exact solutions are much harder to come by. Topological

considerations then provide remarkable insight at the cost of relatively low analytic effort

(compared to, say, actually solving the equations!)

2.4. The Sine-Gordon soliton. The static solutions presented above are examples of

solitary waves, but not of solitons. We shall now consider a scalar theory in (1 + 1)

dimensions, that gives rise to bonafide solitons. It is defined by the Lagrangian:

L(x, t) =
1
2
∂µφ∂

µφ+
µ4

λ

(
cos[(

√
λ/µ)φ]− 1

)
(2.19)

The field equation is the Sine-Gordon equation:

∂2φ+ (µ3/
√
λ) sin[(

√
λ/µ)φ] = 0 (2.20)

If we rescale variables to x→ mx, t→ mt, and φ→ (
√
λ/µ)φ, the Lagrangian and field

equation become

L(x, t) → µ4

λ

[
1
2
∂µφ∂

µφ+ (cos[φ]− 1)
]

(2.21)

field equation → ∂2φ

∂t2
− ∂2x

∂x2
+ sinφ(x, t) = 0 (2.22)

The minima of the potential U(φ) = 1 − cosφ occur at φ = 2Nπ. Thus the solutions

are described by a pair of topological indices (N1, N2), corresponding to the asymptotic

values of the field 2N1π and 2N2π. Since, on physical grounds, we decide that φ is only
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meaningful modulo 2π, we can define the topological charge as

Q = N1 −N2 =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dx
∂φ

∂x
(2.23)

Since non trivial static solutions must connect neighbouring minima, they correspond

to Q = ±1. Integrating via (2.9) give the static solutions

φ(x) = ±4 tan−1[exp(x− x0)] (2.24)

and we can Lorentz transform (x−x0)→ [(x−x0−ut)/
√

1− u2] to get moving solutions.

To show that these solutions are indeed solitons, we refer the reader to Rajaraman [7, Sec

2.5].

2.5. A negative result, and a way out. At this point, we would hope to extend our

analysis to find non-trivial static solutions for scalar field theories in more than one spatial

dimension, or for theories with more than one scalar field. However, a negative result due

to Derrick [3] tells us that this is not possible.

Consider a theory with N scalar fields in D spatial dimensions plus one time dimension.

We can assemble the N scalar fields into a vector φ. The Lagrangian then has the form

L(x, t) =
1
2

(∂µφ) · (∂µφ)− U(φ) (2.25)

where φ(x, t) = [φi(x, t); i = 1, . . . , N ] and U(φ(x, t)) is a non negative function that

vanishes only at its absolute minima.

For static fields, the field obeys:

∇2φ =
∂U

∂φ
(x) (2.26)

And the static field energy is then given by

E[φ] =
∫
dDx

[
1
2
∇iφ · ∇iφ + U(φ(x))

]
(2.27)

≡ V1[φ] + V2[φ]
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where V1 and V2 are the terms on the right hand side of equation (2.27), respectively.

Claim: There are no non-trivial static solutions for D ≥ 2

Proof : Let φ1(x) be a static solution. Then consider the one-parameter family of field

configurations

φλ(x) = φ1(λx) (2.28)

in terms of which we can write the energy as

W [φλ] = V1[φλ] + V2[φλ] (2.29)

= λD−2V1[φ1] + λ−DV2[φ1]D

Since φ1(x) is an extremum of W [φ], we must have that

d

dλ
W [φλ] = 0 at λ = 1 (2.30)

which gives

(2−D)V1[φ1] = DV2[φ1] (2.31)

For D > 2, this implies that V1[φ1] = V2[φ1] = 0, i.e. φ1 must be space-time independent

and equal to a zero of U . This is just the trivial solution φ1 = g(i) = constant.

For D = 2, equation (2.31) implies that V2 must vanish. The field must then be at a zero

of the potential for all x, i.e. U(φ1) = 0. Since the zeros of the potential form a discrete

set, then by continuity of φ1, we have that φ1 must be a constant.3 So the field must be

space-time independent, giving us the trivial solution again. This completes the proof.

Now, Derrick’s theorem only denies the existence of time independent solutions. It may

still be possible to construct time dependent solutions, and indeed for some theories this

is the case [4]. However, it is still sufficient motivation for us to consider more than just a

theory of scalar fields. An analog of Derrick’s theorem can be shown for theories consisting

only of gauge fields (see Coleman [2, Chap. 6 Appendix 2]). Ignoring the case of higher

spin fields, a reasonable next step would then be to consider theories of both scalar and

3At first glance, there seems to be another route to this result. Looking back to our mechanical analogy
in section (2.1), conservation of mechanical energy (2.8) tells us that 1

2
(∇φ)2 = U(φ) = 0, and so the field

must be constant. However, in deriving equation (2.8) we made use of the disconnected topology.
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gauge fields. If we want to proceed to a quantum theory, then in three spatial dimensions,

this is as far as we can go. The reason being that anything more complicated would result

in a non-renormalizable theory.

2.6. A loophole: the O(3) model. For the case of D = 2, the argument above used

the fact that the zeros of the potential form a discrete set. If U(φ) has a continuous set

of minima, then (2.31) permits, for D = 2, an x dependent solution where φ(x) varies

continuously within the set of minima.

The O(3) model consists of 3 scalar fields which we can arrange into a 3 vector φ(x, t) ≡

[φa(x, t); a = 1, 2, 3]. There is no potential (U(φ) = 0), and φ is subject to the constraint∑
a

φ2
a(x, t) ≡ φ · φ = 1 (2.32)

φ can then be thought of as a vector in internal 3 dimensional field space, constrained to

have length 1. There is one such vector for each point in spacetime. Had we not imposed a

constraint, the model would be too simple, as static solutions would obey ∇2φ = 0, whose

only non-singular solutions are constants.

The Lagrangian is then

L =
1
2

∑
a

∑
µ

(∂µφa)(∂µφa) ≡
1
2

(∂µφ) · (∂µφ) (2.33)

Note that the Lagrangian and the constraint equation are both invariant under the group

of global O(3) transformations of the internal space. This O(3) model is used to describe

the statistical mechanics of an isotropic ferromagnet.

We can use the Lagrangian to obtain the energy of a static field

E =
1
2

∫
(∂σφ) · (∂σφ) where σ = 1, 2 (2.34)

The action is

S[φ] =
∫
dx

∫
dt [

1
2

(∂µφ) · (∂µφ) + λ(x, t)(φ · φ− 1)] (2.35)
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where the constraint has been imposed using a Lagrange multiplier. Varying the action

gives the field equation

∂µ∂
µφ + λφ = 0 (2.36)

The Lagrange multiplier is eliminated using

λ(x, t) = λφ · φ = −φ · ∂2φ (2.37)

and the static field equation then reduces to

∇2φ− (φ · ∇2φ)φ = 0 (2.38)

This equation can then be used to find non-trivial static solutions, as was done in an

ingenious analysis due to Belavin and Polyakov where they relate the static energy E to

the topological charge Q. For more details, see Rajaraman [7, Sec. 3.3]. These solutions

correspond to metastable ‘pseudo-particle’ states, which can then be used to explain why

long range order in ferromagnets is destroyed at any non-zero temperature.

In this summary, we will content ourselves with obtaining the topological charge. We are

looking for static solutions with non-zero, finite energy.4 Writing (2.34) in polar coordinates

(r, θ) gives the finite energy condition

lim
r→∞

r‖gradφ‖ = 0 → lim
r→∞

= φ(0) (2.39)

i.e. as r →∞, the field attains the asymptotic value of a unit vector φ(0). The vector can

not depend on r or θ, as that would violate (2.39).

Since the field φ(x) approaches the same vector φ0 for all points at infinity, the two

dimensional plane of physical coordinates x can be compactified into a sphere Sphys2 via

stereographic projection. The circle at infinity maps to the north pole of the sphere.

Meanwhile, the constraint on the field (2.32) means that the internal field space is also a

4We will ignore the simpler case of looking for zero energy solutions, as they do not lead to soliton solutions.
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spherical surface of unit radius Sint2 .5 Thus, finite-energy static field configurations φ(x)

correspond to mappings from Sphys2 to Sint2 .

It is a well known result in topology that all non-singular mappings of one spherical

surface S2 to another S2 can be classified into homotopy sectors. Different mappings in

any sector can be continuously deformed into each other, but not into mappings that live

in other sectors. These homotopy sectors can be classified by an integer known as the

winding number, which is described more precisely below.6

More precisely, these classes form a homotopy group which is isomorphic to the group

of integers. Formally,

π2(S2) = Z (2.40)

where πm(Sn) stands for the homotopy group associated with mappings from Sm → Sn.

The topological charge Q is given by

Q =
1

8π

∫
εµνφ · (∂µφ× ∂νφ) d2x (2.41)

To demonstrate that this Q corresponds to the number of wrappings of the internal

sphere, we use two relations. The first is that the spherical area element can be written in

terms of two variables such as polar angles {ζ1, ζ2} as

dSinta = d2ζ

(
1
2
εrsεabc

∂φb
∂ζr

∂φc
∂ζs

)
(2.42)

and the second is that the Jacobian for the change of basis from {x1, x2} to {ζ1, ζ2}

εrs d
2ζ = εµν

∂ζr
∂xµ

∂ζs
∂xν

d2x (2.43)

5Imagine that you are holding a ‘field meter’ called Sint
2 , which is in the shape of a small ball. The field

where you are standing is then determined by a point on the surface of this little field meter. As you walk
around, the point traces out a path on Sint

2 . This path then represents a mapping from the physical space
Sphys

2 to the internal space Sint
2 .

6Note that the structure of the homotopy argument here differs from those used in the φ4 and Sine-
Gordon model. There, the boundary values of the field at spatial infinity determined the homotopy sectors.
However, in the O(3) model, the boundary conditions are just used to compactify the physical space, and
the homotopy sectors are determined by the mappings between spaces.
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Then,

Q =
1

8π

∫
εµνεabc

∂φb
∂xµ

∂φc
∂xν

d2x

=
1

8π

∫
εµνεabc

∂φb
∂ζr

∂ζr
∂xµ

∂φc
∂ζs

∂ζs
∂xν

d2x

=
1

8π

∫
εrsεabc

∂φb
∂ζr

∂φc
∂ζs

d2ζ

=
1

4π

∫
dSinta · φa

⇒ Q =
1

4π

∫
dSint (2.44)

where the last three steps made use of (2.43), (2.42), and the fact that φ is a unit vector,

respectively.

Since the internal sphere has surface area 4π, we learn that Q counts the number of

times that the internal sphere is traversed as we span the coordinate space R2.

3. Gauge field theories

3.1. Non Abelian gauge theories. We will consider theories which involve n scalar

fields, which we can arrange into a n-vector φ, as we did for the O(3) model of the previous

section.

We also have a compact connected Lie group G, called the gauge group. The gauge

group has an n dimensional unitary representation whose generators are n× n orthogonal

unitary Hermitian matrices T a that obey the commutation relations [T a, T b] = icabcT c.

We would like to construct a theory invariant under the gauge transformations

φa(x)→ [g(x)]abφb(x) (3.1)

where the g(x) are in the unitary representation of G. They are defined in terms of the

generators as

[g(x, t)]ab = [exp{−iθa(x, t)T a}] (3.2)

where the θa(x, t) are arbitrary functions of space-time.
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We would like to construct a theory that is gauge invariant, i.e. one where the gauge

transformations (3.1) leave the Lagrangian unchanged. The problem, then, is that ∂µφa

does not transform nicely.

The solution is to introduce a set of new vector field Aaµ, whose gauge transformation

properties are

Aaµ(x)T a → g(x)Aaµ(x)T ag−1(x) +
i

e
(∂µg(x))g−1(x) (3.3)

We can then use these objects to construct the covariant derivative

Dµ(φ) = ∂µφ+ ieAaµT
aφ (3.4)

and the field tensor

F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − ecabcAbµAcν (3.5)

both of which transform nicely under gauge transformations:

Dµφ(x)→ g(x)Dµφ(x) and F aµν(x)T a → g(x)F aµν(x)T ag−1(x) (3.6)

From these objects, we can then build a gauge invariant Lagrangian, which defines our

theory

L = −1
4
F aµνF

aµν +Dµφ
† ·Dµφ− U(φ) (3.7)

where U is a gauge invariant function of the scalar fields.

3.2. Solitons in non Abelian gauge theories. Consider the case of 3 scalar fields

(n = 3) and the group G is SU(2). This is the model put forward by Georgi and Glashow

[5], without fermions. In addition, the potential is given by

U(φ) =
λ

4
(φaφa − a2)2 (3.8)

Varying the Lagrangian gives the field equations

DµF
aµν = eεabc(Dνφb)φc (3.9)
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and

DµD
µφa = −λ(φbφb)φa + λa2φa (3.10)

As usual, we are solving for static solutions. We can use gauge invariance to set Aa0(x) =

0.7 The field equations then reduce to

DiF
aij = eεabc(Djφb)φc and DiD

iφa = −λ(φbφb)φa + λF 2φa (3.11)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3 are spatial indices.

We are looking for non-zero, finite energy solutions to the above equations. The energy

of a static solution is obtained from the Lagrangian to be

E =
∫
d3x [

1
4
F aijF

aij +
1
2
Diφ

aDiφ
a +

1
4
λ(φaφa − a2)2] (3.12)

For finite energy, we require that field has E = 0 at spatial infinity. This corresponds to

the requirements that

As r = |x| → ∞, r
3
2Diφ→ 0 and φ · φ→ a2 (3.13)

The magnitude of our field φ must asymptotically approach the ‘vacuum value’ a, as in

the O(3) model. However, unlike the O(3) model, our field does not have to point in the

same direction at spatial infinity. This is because the condition that the derivative must

go to zero in (2.39) has now been replaced by a condition on the covariant derivative. For

example, the θ component of the covariant derivative is

(Dφa)θ =
1
r

∂φa

∂θ
+ eεabcAbθφ

c (3.14)

We need that this quantity falls off to zero sufficiently fast as required by (3.13). In

particular, a non zero ∂φa

∂θ is permitted, as long as the θ component of the gauge field,

Abθ, compensates such that the sum in (3.14) goes to zero asymptotically. This implies

that Abθ falls of as fast as 1
r . A similar statement holds for the azimuthal component. The

7Coleman [2, Sec. 6.3.2] has an explanation of why it is always possible to chose such a gauge.
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energy also contains a F aijF
aij term, which then goes as r−4, and so will contribute a finite

quantity to the integral.

So we see that the, unlike in the O(3) model, finiteness of the energy permits fields

configurations φ(x) that point in different directions on the boundary, subject to φ·φ→ a2.

The allowed values of φ on the boundary lie on a spherical surface Sint2 of radius a, in

internal field space {φa}. Since we are working in 3 spatial dimensions, the boundary of

physical space {x} also forms a spherical surface Sphys2 . The permitted values of boundary

conditions correspond to a mapping from Sphys2 → Sint2 . We have learned from studying

the O(3) model, that these mapping are divided into homotopy sectors, classified by an

integer Q, called the topological charge.8 This comes from the result π2(S2) = Z.

The Q = 0 sector contains the trivial vacuum solution, φa(x) → δzaa. The Q = 1

sector contains the ‘hedgehog’ solution where the field points radially outwards. We will

see that the solutions in this sector are actually magnetic monopoles, with magnetic charge

proportional to Q.

Figure 4. Members of the (a) Q = 0 and (b) Q = 1 sectors. The dotted
surface represents Sphys2 and the arrows give the directions of corresponding
points on Sint2 . If φ were rotated along the dashed lines to point them all
upwards as in (a), the rotation angle would suffer a discontinuity at the
north pole - the two mappings belong in different homotopy sectors.

8The homotopy argument used here more closely resembles that of the φ4 and Sine-Gordon solutions than
that of the O(3) model. In the former cases, the mappings are from the boundary of physical space to the
boundary of internal space. In terms of our previous ‘field meter’ analogy, one is now walking along the
boundary holding the meter. Looking at figure (4), the dotted line represents our path in space, and the
arrows represent possible readings of our meter. However, in the O(3) model, the boundary conditions were
only used to compactify the space, and the mapping is between the entire physical space and the internal
space.
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As before, we will write the topological index as an explicit function of the fields, and

then show that it gives the desired result. The topological current kµ is given by

kµ =
1

8π
εµνρσεabc∂

ν φ̂a∂ρφ̂b∂σφ̂c (3.15)

where

φ̂a =
φa

|φ|
and |φ| = (

∑
a

φaφa)
1/2

(3.16)

Since εµνρσ is antisymmetric under µ↔ ν, we have current conservation

∂µkµ = 0 (3.17)

Note that the topological current differs from the regular Noether currents in that its

conservation does not rely on any dynamical quantities such as the Lagrangian or the field

equations. It is conserved by construction of (3.15).

We can then associate a conserved charge Q

Q =
∫
d3xk0

=
1

8π

∫
d3x (εijkεabc∂iφ̂a∂jφ̂b∂kφ̂c)

=
1

8π

∫
d3x εijkε

abc∂i(φ̂a∂jφ̂b∂kφ̂c)

=
1

8π

∫
Sphys

2

d2σi(εijkεabcφ̂a∂jφ̂b∂kφ̂c) (3.18)

where we have used the antisymmetry of the ε tensor and the divergence theorem in the

last two steps, respectively.

To see that (3.18) gives us the topological index, we need two results. The first is identity

(2.42), rewritten for our choice of coordinates.

d2σi =
1
2
d2αεimnεpq

∂xm

∂αp

∂xn

∂αq
(3.19)
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and the second is the chain rule

∂iφ̂
a =

∂φ̂a

∂αp

∂αp
∂xi

(3.20)

Plugging and chugging,

Q =
1

8π

∫
d2α (

1
2
εijkεimnε

abcεpq
∂xm

∂αp

∂xn

∂αq
φ̂a
∂φ̂b

∂αr

∂αr
∂xj

∂φ̂c

∂αs

∂αs
∂xk

)

=
1

8π

∫
d2α εabcεpqφ̂

a ∂φ̂
b

∂αp

∂φ̂c

∂αq
(3.21)

where in the last step we have used the delightful identity εijkεimn = δjmδkn − δjnδkn.

The expression (3.21) now has the exact form of the topological charge in the O(3)

model, so our derivation in (2.44) tells us that this is the topological winding number!

3.3. The ’t Hooft Polyakov monopole. In conventional electrodynamics, Maxwell’s

equations can be written in terms of the electromagnetic field tensor Fµν(em)

Fµν(em) = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (3.22)

as the following two equations9:

∂µF
µν
(em) = 4πjν and

1
2
εµνρσ∂

νF ρσ(em) = 0 (3.23)

Looking back to our gauge theory of the previous section, it would be nice if we could

associate one of the three gauge fields, say Aµ3 , with the electromagnetic vector potential.

The problem with this is that it is not gauge invariant - the gauge transformations (3.3)

mix the gauge fields into each other.

’t Hooft solved this problem by constructing a new gauge invariant definition of the

electromagnetic field tensor, which we will call Fµν . The tensor is constructed out of the

original fields.

Fµν ≡ φ̂aF aµν −
1
e
εabcφ̂aDµφ̂

bDν φ̂
c (3.24)

9In differential form notation, Maxwell’s equations can be expressed concisely in terms of the exterior
derivative and the Hodge dual as dF = 0 and d(∗F ) = 4π ∗ j
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This equation is gauge invariant, and for a field of the form φ̂a = (0, 0, 1), it returns the

usual electromagnetic field tensor (3.22). However, unlike the usual field tensor, its dual

has non zero divergence. One can then show that

1
2
εµνρσ∂

νFρσ =
1
2e
εµνρσεabc∂

ν φ̂a∂ρφ̂b∂σφ̂c

=
4π
e
kµ (3.25)

where kµ is just the topological current (3.15).

We can then define the magnetic field from the field tensor in the usual way, Bi ≡
1
2εijkF

jk. The magnetic field thus constructed satisfies the relation

∇ ·B = 4π
(
k0

e

)
(3.26)

and the total magnetic charge is then

m =
∫
ko
e
d3x =

Q

e
(3.27)

where Q is the topological charge.

This remarkable result is worth a pause. We have classified the solutions to a set of

differential equations (3.11) describing 15 coupled non-linear fields! All solutions to this

field theory that are not in the trivial homotopy class are magnetic monopoles, with a

quantized magnetic charge determined by the winding number of the homotopy class. The

topological conservation law (3.15) then simply corresponds to the conservation of magnetic

charge.10 The analysis of these solutions was first carried out through the pioneering work

of ’t Hooft [10] and Polyakov [6].

10See Coleman [2, Sec. 6.3.7] for a more detailed discussion on the difference between these monopoles and
the magnetic monopoles of Dirac. For static solutions to the field equations, see Rajaraman [7, Sec. 3.6]
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3.4. Solitons in Abelian gauge theories: flux quantization in superconductors.

In this section, we will make use of the following results on homotopy groups

πn(Sn) = Z (3.28)

πn(Sm) = 0 for n < m (3.29)

πn(S1) = 0 for n > 1 (3.30)

We can now consider the simpler case of Abelian gauge theories, where the generators

of our Lie group T a commute with each other, and so the structure constants cabc are all

zero.

The Abelian analogue of the Lagrangian (3.7), in (D + 1) dimensions, is then

L(x) = −1
4
FµνF

µν + (Dµφ)∗(Dµφ)− 1
4
λ
(
|φ|2 − a2

)2
(3.31)

where φ(x) is a complex scalar field, and Fµν is the usual electromagnetic tensor (3.22).

As before, we can solve for finite energy configurations by looking at the energy (which

will have a form similar to (3.12)). As before, we get the conditions

As |x| = r →∞, |φ| → a and Dµφ→ 0 (3.32)

However this does not fix the phase of φ. At the boundary, the field is allowed to

attain the value φ = aeiα. This corresponds to a circle S1 in field space. If D = 3, then

the physical space forms a spherical surface S2 at infinity. However, (3.30) tells us that

π2(S1) = 0, thus all mappings live in the same homotopy class. When D = 3, there are no

non-trivial homotopy sectors (in stark contrast to the non-Abelian example of the previous

section).

The Lagrangian that we have discussed above has a physical application in the statistical

mechanics of a type-II superconductor placed in a magnetic field. The Landau-Ginzberg

model predicts the free energy of such a system to be given by

G[φ,Aµ] =
∫
dx
(

1
2
|Dφ|2 +

1
4

(|φ|2 − F 2(T ))
2

+
B ·B

8π

)
(3.33)
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where the temperature T is below the critical temperature Tc, and B is the magnetic field.

If the superconductor is in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, this becomes

a two dimensional problem. The requirement of finite free energy corresponds to the

same boundary conditions (3.32). However, now the physical space is two dimensional,

so our mapping is from Sphys1 to Sint1 . We can then make use of condition (3.28), i.e.

π1(S1) = Z.This implies the existence of a winding number, which tells us how many times

the phase α is wound around the circle at spatial infinity.

If θ parameterizes the spatial boundary, then the winding number is

n =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dα

dθ
dθ (3.34)

But our boundary conditions (3.32) tell us that

As |x| = r →∞, |φ| → Feiα(θ) and Aµ → −
i

e

∂µφ

φ
(3.35)

Hence

Aθ = − i
e

(
1

Feiα

)
1
r

d

dθ

(
Feiα(θ)

)
=

1
er

dα

dθ
(3.36)

in terms of which we can rewrite the winding number

n =
e

2π

∫ 2π

0
Aθr dθ =

e

2π

∮
A · dl =

e

2π
× (flux) (3.37)

Thus we find that the total magnetic flux passing through the x − y plane is given by

the winding number times 2π
e . This is the famous flux quantization condition.11

3.5. When do gauge theories yield non trivial topological quantum numbers?

In the previous two sections we have seen that it is not necessary for a gauge theory to

yield a non trivial topological index. The natural question to then ask is, for what class of

gauge theories can we avail of our homotopy analysis. Coleman [2, Sec. 6.3.1] conducted a

lengthy analysis to answer this question. We state the results without proof.

11See Rajaraman [7, Sec. 3.6] for an explanation of why we are able to extract what is essentially a quantum
result from a classical analysis, and for further discussion on the form of the static solutions.
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(1) If the theory has no spontaneous symmetry breakdown, then there are no non

trivial topological indices.

(2) If the theory has total spontaneous symmetry breaking, then the same situation

occurs. This is the case if there are no massless gauge mesons after symmetry

breaking.

(3) If only one massless gauge mesons survives the symmetry breaking (called the

photon, by convention), there are two possibilities:

(a) If the gauge group, when written as a product of simple Lie groups contains

a U(1) factor, and the generator of this U(1) is present in the expression for

electric charge, then there are no non trivial topological indices. This is the

case for the Weinberg Salam model.

(b) In all other cases (such as the SU(2) Georgi Glashow model), there are non

trivial topological indices, which can be used to prove the existence on non-

dissipative solutions. The different homotopy sectors can be classified by a

quantity called the topological charge, that can be interpreted physically as the

magnetic flux emerging from the solution. As a consequence of the topology,

the charge is conserved, corresponding to quantization of magnetic flux. All

of this occurs despite the fact that we are dealing with classical, not quantum,

theories!

(4) Similar results if many massless gauge mesons survive the symmetry breakdown.

4. Quantum Lumps: A Curious Equivalence

4.1. The Sine-Gordon soliton and the massive Thirring model. We have thus far

only considered the solutions of classical theories. We conclude our analysis by describing

one enticing feature of the quantum theory of the Sine-Gordon soliton.

The Sine-Gordon system of equations was studied in the 1960s by Skyrme [8],[9]. Since

the theory is described by a scalar field, upon quantization the theory becomes a bosonic

field theory. Skyrme hypothesized that the quantum Sine-Gordon solitons may be equiva-

lent to a theory of fermions interacting through a four fermion interaction. Later, Coleman
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[1] rigorously established the equivalence of the Sine-Gordon (SG) model and the massive

Thirring (MT) model of fermions, both in (1 + 1) dimensions.

The theories are respectively described by the Lagrangians

LSG =
1
2

(∂µΦ)(∂µΦ) +m2
0(m2/λ){cos[(

√
λ/m)Φ]− 1} (4.1)

and

LMT = iΨγµ∂µΨ−mFΨΨ− 1
2
g(ΨγµΨ)(ΨγµΨ) (4.2)

where Ψ is a fermi field, γµ are the Dirac matrices in (1 + 1) dimensions, and counterterms

have been absorbed into the parameters m2
0 and mF . Each theory can be expanded in

a perturbation expansion. The latter can be expanded in terms of mF , as the massless

Thirring model is known to be exactly soluble. The former can be expanded in powers of

m2
0. Formally, these expansions would involve n-point functions of the operators ΨΨ and

cos[(
√
λm)Φ], respectively. Coleman’s central result was then to show that these two sets

of n point functions are equal for all n, provided one made the indentifications

m2
0(m2/λ)cos[(

√
λ/m)Φ] = −mFΨΨ

λ/4πm2 = 1/(1 + g/π)

−(
√
λ/2πm)εµν∂νΦ = ΨγµΨ ≡ jµ (4.3)

This equivalence rigorously establishes Skyrme’s conjecture. The reason that equating

a theory of Bose fields to one of Fermi field does not violate the spin-statistics theorem is

that in (1 + 1) dimensions, there is no such thing as spin.
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